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—for two heavy machine-guns, I found later. They were
nicely sited to cover the whole circle of Gorahai plain.
The wide centre of the camp—it was about a hundred
and fifty yards across—was used for the ceaseless instruction
of troops. A gully ran across the south end : trenches for
tanks were being dug in it.
The Gerazmatch left me to harangue his troops, and I
managed to take a few photographs.
I hated him at the time. I knew very well that he had
not wirelessed the Emperor, and that he simply wanted
to stop me seeing anything. To him all foreigners were
spies.
" I have caught a spy/5 he said to me that afternoon,
looking steadily at me to see if I would wince, " a Somali.
He was in the gully. But I cannot kill him. I fear God.
He does not know what he is doing. The people who sent
him here are more criminal and more clever than he is.
So his punishment will be to dig more trenches and latrines
and mend the Mullah's Fort. But his masters . . . if I ever
get them ! "
But as I looked at his beautifully organised camp : the
trenches against air raids, skilfully built on the zigzag
pattern, the placing of the guns, the huts distributed around
the circle at spaces which would prevent a general con-
flagration : the measures of hygiene : the regular and
detailed issue of orders, and his personal explanations to
the troops : his rapid communications—for as well as his
radio, his car and two horses stood by all day at the Mullah's
Fort, ready.
All done in three weeks.
And as I see his face now, full of force and sarcasm, heavy
with authority, vigilant and steady, when he stood at salute
with his troops before his country's flag at sunset.
And when I remember his contemptuous voice, " The
Italians can rob all my country—when I arn dead. I shall
not care. I shall not know."
I thank God that made me and Africa, and bound us
together in such a bitter union, that once in my life I met
this man.
In the evening, the savage and uneducated Ethiopian,
Afewerk, son of a slave race and servant of a grasping

